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The FireDiagnostics Suite is the most com-

prehensive collection of 1394 analysis, simulation 
and interface tools for a wide range of applications. 
Besides the well established and hardware assisted 
analyzer tools like Monitor, Recorder, Generator, 
Commander and Scriptor the suite also offers a set 
of software tools designed to integrate the FireSpy 
products in nearly all possible testing applications 
and to extend customization of the functionality 
beyond the feature set provided by DapTechnology. 

The foundation for all software tools included in the 
FireDiagnostics Suite is formed by the Application 
Programming Interface (API). With its interfaces 

for a wide range of development environments like 
C/C++, LabView and LabWindows and support for 
both Windows and Linux operating systems the 
application of FireSpy analyzers is extremely 
flexible. With its feature-rich function library, all 
hardware assisted analyzer tools like the Recorder 
and Generator can be controlled as well as more 
low-level 1394 bus functions. 

The Recording Viewer is a standalone application 

targeted to allow trace (recorded data) analysis 
offline, i.e. without a connected FireSpy. The same 
comprehensive set of analysis tasks is available but 
allows for a much smaller PC footprint than having 
the entire FireSpy application installed. 

The Signal Monitor is an easy to use Mil1394 sub-

system monitor and analysis tool that benefits from 
the hardware implemented Mil1394 protocol. A 
customizable set of status signals can be pulled 
from the bus and displayed in nearly real-time on a 
customizable graphical Control Panel. Alarms can 
be setup to alert the operator of out-of-range 
values. 

Another cornerstone of the FireSpy products is the 
unparalleled high-level protocol support. Besides 

the hardware assisted integration of Mil1394 the 
FireSpys also support software-based analysis 
capabilities for consumer and industrial control 
based applications. The different protocols require 
very different implementation details and are 
therefore very unique in their implementation. 
However, some key characteristics can be identified 
and are listed below: 

 Nested protocol header decoding 

 Protocol payload separation 

 Handshake verification 

 Logical grouping of related transactions  

 Separate protocol view 

 Protocol layer CRC and Parity Check  

 Handshake timing analysis 

 Customization of display details 

Additionally, separate applications (Format Editor 

and Protocol Editor) allows for the modification 

and extension of the factory default decoding and 

identification definitions. This extremely powerful 

and versatile tool enables experienced users to 

build on top of the standard definitions, engage in 

early prototyping and benchmarking of protocols still 

SPECIFICATION: 

Dimensions:   125 mm x 48 mm x 224 mm 

Weight:   760 g 

Operating Range:  0 – 75 C 

Power Requirements: 12 V, 10 Watt maximum 
   (without providing 1394 bus power) 

Compliance:  FCC Class A  

Connections:  USB2.0-connector for host-computer 
   RJ45 Ethernet connector 
   2 IEEE 1394-connectors (bilingual/Beta)  
   BNC-connector for external trigger-input  

Indicators:  Green LEDs for: 
    USB, Power, Ethernet, Trigger 

   Red LEDs for: 
   Record, Active, Generate 

   Buzzer 

Switches:  Tumble switch for Power On/Off 
   Push button for manual triggering 

Package Content:  FireSpy810 
   Switching AC/DC Power Supply 
   1394b Cable (Beta - Beta) 
   1394b/1394a Cable (Bilingual – 6pin) 
   Trigger Cable 

Product warranty:  6 months limited warranty 

Part Number:  FS081 (FireSpy810 w. 6 months warranty) 
   HSS81 (Extended Warranty for 12 months) 

Optional Configuration: FS041b (TSB41BA3) 
    FS041bT (TSB41BA3 and transformers) 
    support: 100(B), 200(B) and 400(B) Mbps 

SW Add-on modules: SBP2 protocol software package 
   IIDC protocol software package 
   AV/C protocol software package 
   IP1394 protocol software package 
   Mil1394 protocol software package 
 

   

 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 
 

DapTechnology B.V. DapUSA, Inc. 
Hinmanweg 11b 3640 E. Desert Willow Rd. 
7575 BE Oldenzaal Phoenix, AZ 85044 
the Netherlands United States of America 
Ph:   +31 541 532941 Ph:   (480) 706 7027 
Fax: +31 541 530193 Fax:  (480) 706 6398 
sales@daptechnology.com sales@daptechnology.com 
www.daptechnology.com www.daptechnology.com 
 

  

The FireDiagnostics Suite is the most comprehensive collection of 
1394 analysis, simulation and interface tools for a wide range of 
applications. Apart from well-established and hardware assisted 
analyzer tools like Monitor, Recorder, Generator, Commander and 
Scriptor, the suite also offers a set of software tools designed to 
integrate the FireSpy products in a wide variety of testing applications, 
as well as extend customization of its functionality beyond the baseline 
feature set provided by DapTechnology. 

The foundation for all software tools included in the FireDiagnostics 
Suite is formed by the Application Programming Interface (API). 
With its interfaces for a wide range of development environments like 
C/C++ and support for the Windows operating system, the application 
of FireSpy analyzers is extremely flexible. With its feature-rich function 
library, all hardware assisted analyzer tools like the Recorder and 
Generator can be controlled as well as more low-level 1394 bus 
functions. 

The Recording Viewer is a standalone application designed to permit 
trace (recorded data) analysis offline, i.e. without a connected FireSpy. 
The same comprehensive set of analysis tasks is available but allows 
for a much smaller PC footprint than having the entire FireSpy 
application installed. 

The Signal Monitor is an easy-to-use Mil1394 sub-system monitor 
and analysis tool that benefits from the hardware-implemented Mil1394 
protocol. A customizable set of status signals can be pulled from the 
bus and displayed in near real-time on a customizable graphical 
Control Panel. Alarms can be setup to alert the operator of out-of-
range values. 

Another cornerstone of the FireSpy products is the unparalleled high-
level protocol support. Besides the hardware-assisted integration of 
AS5643 the FireSpys also support software-based analysis capabilities 
for consumer and industrial control based applications. The different 
protocols require very different implementation details and are 
therefore very unique in their implementation. 

 

FireSpy Family Overview: 

DapTechnology offers a series on IEEE1394 data analyzers which have proven 

their capabilities in several areas of 1394 testing. Focusing primarily on Link, 

Transaction and Protocol layer analysis all FireSpys feature a suite of analysis 

and testing functions unmatched in the industry!  

With enormous amounts of data transferred on a FireWire bus, engineers need 

powerful tools to understand and analyze transactions between nodes. The 

FireSpy family of analyzers encompasses a small, powerful device with an easy 

to use graphical user interface that runs on a PC.  

Over the years a rather large variety of analyser have been developed in order 

to meet the industries demands. With rising analysis demands also the analyser 

platforms have been updated. Our latest HW and FW platform is the 4th 

generation comprising the most powerful data analysis and storage platform so 

far. 

We differentiate the different models by how many 1394 data buses they can 

monitor simultaneously. In each series various models exist to meet customers’ 

needs with respect to connectivity, transmission rates, support for AS5643, etc. 

Multi-Bus Series  

The Multi-bus analyzers are designed to monitor and analyze the data on a large 

number of buses. They offer to allow to connect to up to 9 buses making the 

tools perfectly suited to analyze all data traffic of an entire AS5643 avionics 

system. 

 

3- Bus Series (“Triple”) 

Triples allow to connect your analyzer to up to three independent buses. Such 

an tool is well suited to analyze the 3 buses of a typical AS5643 avionics 

subsystem or an industrial application with triple redundancy. Triples come with 

USB, PCIe, PCI or CPCI host connectivity. 

 

1- Bus Series (“Single”) 

 

 

 

Please refer to the FireSpy Comparison Matrix and the FireSpy 

Selection Chart to find the most suitable analyzer for your IEEE1394 

and AS5643 testing and analysis requirements. 

 

 

 

DapTechnology also offers certain analyzer models with support for 
AS5643. This solution which is part of DapTechnology’s more generic 
and much wider Mil1394 package offers transformer coupled ports and 
decoding/verification/generation features for the higher level ASM 
protocol including transmission and timing. Check the following table 
for analyzer models which are specifically supporting AS5643! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.daptechnology.com/
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Other Products: 

Besides  the Analyzer products DapTechnology also offers a variety of 

specialty products for various applications in the aerospace as well as 

embedded market. 

AS5643 INTERFACE SOLUTIONS 

DapTechnology offers a new line of 

flexible interface solutions. They 

include media converter / repeater 

as well as specialty multi-channel 

host adapter cards (PCI and PMC) 

with transformer coupling. 

IEEE1394b IP solutions 

DapTechnology's IP solutions are based on the need for a reliable data 

capture, verification and analysis engine developed for the FireSpy® 

product line. This solution has been shipped on all of DapTechnology's 

analyzers, has been tested over and over again. It has been a great 

starting point for FireLink®. 

FireGate was developed because of the need for faster bus speeds. 

Off-the-shelf silicon has maxed out at S800, yet the imaging industry 

required speeds of S1600 and S3200. For many years DapTechnology 

has been the only vendor of such high speeds. 

In recent years the Aerospace industry challenged the IEEE-1394 

technology with some unique requirements which can be addressed 

with IP approaches. 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

TRAINING 

DapTechnology offers IEEE-1394/AS5643 and product related Training 

Workshops which provide a rich hands-on forum for existing FireTrac and 

FireSpy users, both novice and experienced, to learn new tricks, share 

ideas and stay tuned to current technology/feature updates to the 

products. The course Training offers a modular structure that can be 

adjusted according to the customer’s educational requirements. Three 

major building blocks form the backbone structure of the 1394 

Technology Training. 

 IEE-1394  & AS5643 Technology Training 
(typically 1 day) 

 FireSpy Analyzer Workshop 
(typically 0.5 days) 

 FireSpy Scriptor Workshop 
(typically 0.5 days) 

 FireTrac API Workshop 
(typically 1 day) 

 

 

MAIN FEATURE SUMMARY: 
GENERAL 

 IEEE 1394-1995, 1394a-2000 and 1394b-2002 compliant 

 Supports 100(L), 200(L), 400(L&B) and 800(B) Mbps transfer rates 

 Connects to host using USB2.0 interface or to LAN via 10/100 BaseT 

 Electrical isolation between IEEE 1394 and host (USB)  

 Bus Power Provider: 3 Watts at 12 Volt 

 480 MByte memory for Recorder, Generator and Scriptor  

 Firmware field upgradeable to enable future expansions 

 External Trigger I/O: 3V, positive edge, opto-coupled 

 Software runs on WindowsTM 2000 and XP  

MONITOR 
 Displays bus activity: 

o isochronous packets 
o all types of asynchronous packets 
o all types of PHY packets 
o all types of acknowledge packets 
o several types of Errors 

 Counts packets according to transmission speed 

 Counts number of bus resets 

 Measurement of bus power voltages 

RECORDER 
 Up to 363 MByte storage for recorded packets and events  

 Time stamping of all packets and status events with 10ns resolution 

 Packets hidden by slower connections are visible as ‘prefix only’ 
packets 

 Extensive packet/event filtering/trigger/search capabilities 
o Packet type 
o Transmission speed 
o Boolean combination of 4 programmable packet sets 
o Data payload patterns 
o Error conditions 
o Various status events 
o Graphical Trigger Sequencer 

 Adjustable trigger position within programmable record buffer size 

 Cyclic pre-trigger buffer management option 

 Different kinds of packet display views, including: 
o Time View, displays all packets on a time line, including the prefix 
o Packet View, displays packets as list plus selected packet options 
o Transaction View, displays transactions as list or flow graph 
o Topology View, graphical topology displays as is during recording 

 Precise time measurements 

 Marking of individual packets or packet ranges 

 Direct Retransmit capability of captured packets  

GENERATOR 

 Simultaneous generation of up to 31 iso and async streams 
o Up to 360 MByte memory for Generator packets  
o Graphically programming of stream transmit block 
o Data payload import from file 

 Generator and Scriptor run simultaneous for stream and asynchronous 
packet generation 

 Special VS stream generator package (optional) 

SCRIPTOR 
 Up to 475 MByte for Scriptor data  

 Script Editor  
o C-like scripting language 
o API function list 
o Macros to automatically generate blocks of code 
o Syntax coloring 
o Integrated Debugger 
o Floating point data values  

 Data Editor 

 Control Panel 
o Macro driven setup  
o diverse display elements for data value presentation  

 Several Sample Scripts 

COMMANDER 

 Reading and/or writing of local and reading of remote PHY 
registers 

 Reading and/or writing of remote memory locations (incl. CSR 
register space) 

 Possibility to graphically view the current Topologies 

 Sending of user definable packets 

About DapTechnology: 

Founded in 1998 in Nijmegen, Netherlands, 

DapTechnology B.V. is a company specializing 

in products, systems and solutions based on 

the IEEE-1394 Standard. Ever since, the 

company has been working closely with the 

IEEE-1394 standards development 

organizations, strategic industry partners and 

key customers to develop world-class products 

using IEEE-1394. The DapTechnology FireSpy 

IEEE-1394a and IEEE-1394b Protocol 

Analyzer products have gained worldwide 

acceptance and are currently being used in 

various aerospace & defense, industrial, 

consumer electronics and automotive product 

development efforts. DapTechnology’s 

business growth in recent years is a testament 

of the company’s commitment to meticulous 

engineering disciplines, exceptional quality and 

customer satisfaction. 

DapTechnology has been a long-time member 

company of the 1394Trade Association and is 

actively participating in standards organization 

like the Society of Automotive Engineers.  

Customer Commitment: 

In an ongoing effort to be a leading provider of leading edge 1394 Test 

and Simulation products, DapTechnology is committed to producing only 

the highest quality products focusing on high reliability, broad-based 

applications and spanning a wide range of product implementations.  

Quality: 

DapTechnology delivers high quality and highly reliable products. And as 

part of the Dap solution, excellent service and support is provided before 

and after any product delivery. 

In 2018 DapTechnology has received ISO 

9001:2015 certification for its Netherlands 

Offices. By receiving ISO 9001:2000 

certification, DapTechnology meets the 

requirements of the International Standards 

Organization 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

sales@daptechnology.com www.daptechnology.com 

  
DapTechnology B.V. DapUSA, Inc.  
Beatrixstraat 4 780 W San Angelo Street 

7573AA Oldenzaal Gilbert, AZ 85233 
The Netherlands United States of America 
Ph: +31 541 532941 Ph:  +1 480 422 1551 
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